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 Taking about environment is one of important issue in today’s world and it is a result of 

over using natural sources and much pollution in natural environment. Technology 

improvement and intention to environmental issue, also growing ever-increasing 
factories, industries and environmental pollution attract world nations to environmental 

issue it needs to protect and support by whole international community and talking 

about it, especially at civil and international hostile attract lots of attention. It is clear 
that hostile cause environmental irreparable damage. So, this research try to check this 

situation and present a way of protecting environment at armed hostile. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

20
th

 century was a progressive century for countries and technology, So we have seen important progress in 

countries in entire international and civil space (affairs). It means, this important put effects on environment and 

cause damage.For this claim, we can mentioned, environmental pollution after spreading green house gases and 

progress, development and urbanization and construction on the other side and international and civil war out 

break make serious and irreparable damage. [5] 

For this reason, in international system, one urgent topic is environmental concern that several declaration 

and convention put more emphasize on it and show environmental importance.Environmental pollution is 

increasing anxiously It is caused international community try to find solution for avoiding anxious and 

unpleasant result in this condition and pay more attention to environment, So, it is propounded seriously in 

Stockholm  conference and caused international community accepted constant development thought, this is an 

idea that does not accept any separation between development and environmental human rights.We can say, 

constant development pays more attention to environment and its protection in lieu of inconstant development 

from other factors, in addition environment around us is a suitable place for human life, it is the most important 

source for human nourishing, as well. 

 

War background: 

From ancient times, war has been part of international law scope, but in the late of the middle age it was 

attracted more attention and its law was made. 

It was used as inseparable part of old human rights in an international communication that it was a way of 

helping to itself that it was a way of performing law and it was used as punishment against offence act. Also, it 

has been a way for changing tights. [3] 

How ever, law wants to limit using power in two different manners. 

In ancient testament, resorting right for war was discussed as just war that later it was showed as a theory, 

again. Some philosophers got effects by ancient testament inscription and accepted it and it was accepted as 

serious right for nations by next philosophers.  

St. Augustine, accepted idea for justifying war as urgent way for defacing and recompensing and very soon 

idea of just war used as a legal idea for religious war against Christianity countries. 
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This concept development led to justice war, also it was used to explain war that its motivation was 

fanaticism and in tolerance peoples idea. [1] 

Grotius, gained new achievement by using this experiment and concept development that is clearer and 

emptier of redundant words. He wanted  logical explanation to for war that consist in vain suffer, but he 

understood war can be fair for two sides or several sides of war. International community covenant was the first 

multilateral treaty that limited resorting war right. 

10 to 16articles in covenant contain peaceful resolution for conflict for member countries and limitation for 

starting war, it did not led to whole ban for war, but it causes some improvement that led to ban war in Bryan-

Glucan treaty, in 1928. Base on paragraph4, article 2. [1] 

United Nation charter banned every menace or using power on international communication. This issue 

exception used against countries that during world war It were enemies and signed charter and use for inherent 

right of defense project and social defense project.  

 

Legal concept of the war: 

To explain the war as one of the international life element we should look at it as a legal aspect. 

According to arbitration of permanent court data on November 11
th

, 1912 about reparation of Turkey to 

Russia, it is an international event that happen among nations and all of scholar do not agree with it on the other 

hands it does not have same concept. [2] 

 We can explain it base on parties that challenge at war. In this way war means, armed battle among nations 

or Pirate. It is a war between nations force and we should look at it as a relation between two governments some 

scholars believe, war needs, two sides or ever one side will to start the war, urgent part of this view that 

reflected at state law is declaration of war. It was officially mentioned at 4
th

 convention of the language (1907). 

We can call retaliation act by armed force where is not any will. 

 

Philosophy of law at armed hostile: 

There two main factors that armed hostile law emphasize unit: First, urgent, justify the war, for example; 

keeping public discipline needs power and force. 

Next in this part, war always has advantage for man both of these two rules, support war for keeping public 

discipline and limit its violent and these are human rights that provide human’s respect and welfare, also it is 

adaptable with public discipline at the war. According to this, first, human can be reinforced by limiting the 

destruction of human and precious materials than, use of these forces are more economical, because eliminate 

human’s value for army target is not economical and we just urgent helps human, Man can improve use of army 

force. [3] 

 

Armed hostile: 

War always has been destructive factor during history. 

It was used destructive weapons. Most of the time army people destroy nature deliberately for finding or 

making suitable place. Sometimes, they did it without aim. We doubt even about legal war, because it always 

has some environmental loss. It seems both, legal and illegal wars are absurd and destructive. [4] 

 

The war and environment: 

New modern war has had several effects on environment. These effects happen in two ways: First, side 

effects of usual and UN usual modern weapons on nature second, natural phenomenon can be used as hostile 

aim. Frequent bombardment in plant’s land that they are sensitive, make loss and change soil quality, also mad it 

infertile for many years. Atomic weapons destroy human life and destroy animal and plant species and destroy 

lots of Ecosystem. It is happened when Bacterial or toxic weapon use a lot. About second part of using natural 

phenomenon, we can mention, artificial weather modification, change raining by using some method such as 

fertile  clouds, make artificial earth quake, deadly signals deviation tornado and change thunder storm. By using 

of these ways, enemy can be under the pressure. [5] 

At the war between India and china had been tried to change rain fall but it was not very successful. 

 

Environment at armed hostile: 

Man is really depending on its environment and the war effect is destructive. Persian Gulf War is clear 

example. 

Arson oil well and oil store tank are good example. Only in one are a of Kuwait 80 oil well fired. 

25000 to 35000 birds, fish, shell; pearl and shrimp were died or immigrated. That terrible pollution was 

happened, because they used environment as war tools and oil firing at Persian Gulf is the most important 

disaster after Chernobyl another example in recent century were world war I and II and III, Korea war and 

Vietnam war. Experience of 3 wars, world war, Korea and Vietnam showed the number of war victims in these 
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3 wars to 3, 2, 1, but amount of equipment was used at Vietnam was more than other wars. Its amount increased 

to 1, 6, and 18. [6] 

We can understand how by using this amount of equipment the number of losses was not high; it put its 

effect on environment because that equipment were used for uncertain target and area. 

Technology improvement helps human to make more loss in the future war and Atomic weapons will be 

used for enemy's territory. Even human can make penetrate into ozone layer in Stratosphere for penetrating U.V 

rays. Because of environmental distraction at modern war and Technological improvement, international armed 

hostile law accepted protection of international environment. So, at war act must pay attention to environment 

and how to protect it had which way or target should be attack at armed hostile war. 

 

Main rule at environment: 

One of the most urgent needs for human’s life is environment. So, we should take care of it, but there are 

some rules: 

1. Original prevent of environment destruction 

For achieving firm improvement in each system, we should obey some rules for protecting environment. 

One of these rules is preventing. In Stockholm deceleration principle 21 and Rio convention principle 2, 

this topic was mentioned. So, these votes were notice able in international scope. Also, arbitration court 

remained it at Treaty Iron founds issue; it said government should act correctly to prevent environmental 

destruction at armed hostile. 

2.  The principle of precaution 

This one like primary prevention was mentioned at Stockholm deceleration. It remind, every government 

must do precautionary act for protection environment, such as ban convention for issuing dangerous trash, 

protecting convention of Danube river and other conventions. As a result, this principle is one of the important 

principles for environmental protection. 

3. Government’s commitment to work together. [7] 

Because government help each other to protect ’, that is urgent for improving’ and human life. 

Sea law convention (1982), combat convention and desertification are conventions which were codification 

in this aim. 

 

Common international law for protecting of environment: 

U.N action, other international organization, some countries’ internal procedures and issued vote about 

international environmental conflict show that there is unanimous about environmental protection among 

countries. [5] 

 

International regulation about environmental protection: 

1. Stockholm declaration of principle of the U.N conference of environment  

Base on environmental protection benefit for human community and other threats to earth, U.N general 

assembly in 1968. This convention in Stockholm, Joan, 1972 . 

In that convention, 113 countries accepted a deceleration contains 26 principles, we will mention some 

main of this deceleration: 

Principle 6
th

: For avoiding serious damage to environment. 

All activities like, discharge Toxic substance ant other things, release dense Heat should be stopped and 

support countries that try to control the problem 7
th

: All countries can do legal acts for avoiding pollution that 

are dangerous for human, marine, live creatures and public comfort or it is against the law sea (illegal of the 

sea). 

2. Solution 2997 of the U.N General Assembly on 15 Dec, 1972. 

The result of Stockholm convention was reported to U.N and General Assembly approved Stockholm 

declaration by 112 agree vote, 10 neutral vote and no disagreement vote and put emphasize on countries to 

prove this convention pledge again. At the sometime, General Assembly issued 2997 resolution, December 1972 

for international environment financial aid and established U.N environmental program. 

3. Article 30 of law charter and countries’ economical duty U.N act, was discussed in 1974, was practical. 

U.N General Assembly added, on article about environmental protection, on law charter and Government 

economical duties, 3281 resolution. It said: 

Protecting environment for existence and next generation is all countries duty and all of the world should 

use their effort to achieve this important goal. 

Environment policy ought to improve and developing countries should not damage environment by 

progress. 

4. world charter of nature 

U.N had not acted for decade (environmental protection law), finally, it was issued a resolution under the 

name universal charter by 111 votes in favor versus I negative vote by U.S.A and 18 abstained vote. It said: all 
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countries should respect nature and do not make loss in it and they do not make species, also, they have to 

protect Ecosystem, live creatures, atmosphere, sea and earth sources that all generation use it in a best way. 

5. Economic Community of Europe 

It has hot mentioned clearly about European economical community in Rome treaty, but this community 

started 3 political and practical programs. First environmental policy was adopted on November 22, 1975 and 

third practical program approved for 1982, 1986 and 1981. 

Community plan in this case is Qmbistius . It contains human health and environment cleanness and good 

management for controlling sources, planning and social and economical progress. It this convention a good 

environmental policy for supporting and improving economic status was predicted. This convention believe, 

economic and social affair in 1980 s should pay attention to main things such as employment, inflation, energy, 

… it must find a way for solving these problems. 

It is remark able, employment should improve industries with less pollution to help environment. 

6. Geneva I protocol, 1977. Attached to the Geneva Convention, 1949. [6] 

This protocol is a reaction to extreme act at Vietnam War Stockholm international peace research Institute 

believed, these different methods have had terrible effects on India and china that they had been chosen by U.S 

during war. This institute reminds in totally war has its damage on environment, in prep ration part or act. Lots 

of defend ways that choice by U.S were unsuitable and extreme. Utilize of heavy weapons Tractor, explosion 

weapons, destroy plants for depriving enemy's food, destroy shelters, use chemical weapons dam and sea, dyke 

bombardment, technique for submit enemy were examples of environmental damage at war that cause 

reconstruction problem, base on SIPRI research. 

Article 35, Geneva Protocol I, 1977, attached to Geneva convention 1949, mentioned: 

In every armed hostile, choking method has not been unlimited by both side. 

Using weapons, projectile weapons, war methods that cause suffer and damage is banned. 

Using methods or war equipment that make great extern and permanent loss on environment or maybe 

make loss is banned. [7] 

Article 55 mentioned to natural environmental protection 

The war should be control din a way that our environment protects from loss. This protection includes ban 

method and war equipment that are dangerous for nature or we guess they are danger and make problem for 

human an and environment. 

Attack to environment as retaliation act is banned against environmental destruction in Nuremberg court. 

Some of accused were trialed because they had made environmental destruction. For example, burned field 

policy that happened during retreat German force from Russia and Balkans Norway was being trailed, this 

charge was not accepted and defendants were exoneration, though. 

 

Conclusions: 

Armed hostile law and environmental protection law in aspect of international community concern are in 

common main concern is environmental destruction because of human over need and use of army weapons and 

dangerous effect of producing, testing and using army weapons. 

Another concern is facing natural store shortage, will be justified future war, in this war one country try to 

capture other country's natural sources or by Ecological aggressive (on purpose or un purpose) cause 

environmental pollution. Environment concern not only limit armed hostile, but it may cause international 

stimulation and led to armed hostile in future. In brief, mutual effect between armed hostile law and 

environmental protection law and their urgent about environmental rule and gained experience of armed hostile 

and their effects on environment show their importance of protection clearly. As target should be chosen base on 

environmental protection. 
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